
 

 

Purpose of the AGwiki server 

General purpose 
As at the normal Web Site, Carstens Medizinelektronik GmbH can provide information here for all EMA 
users. But there is an outstanding advantage concerning AGWiki -  each user can easily provide his 
questions and information to other users and to Carstens Medizinelektronik. So we have an interactive 
platform anyone can profit by. ☺  
In the same easy way as in Wikipedia, each user can edit all articles and create new ones.  
So this Agwiki will become a useful forum by the knowledge and experience of all EMA users contributing 
actively to it! 

Some examples for the content of the AGwiki 
 news concerning soft and hardware 
 scientific aspect of the Articulograph device usage 
 finding standards for data recording (biteplane etc.) 
 information on data treatment and evaluation programs 
 finding standards for speech movement data evaluation 
 Tips & Tricks of speech movement recording and evaluation 
 Tips & Tricks for gluing – coating - sterilisation 
 customer’s suggestions to improve hard and software 
 bug reports 
 next conferences of interest 

Some examples for the function of the AGwiki 
organizing online conferences (skype) 
discussion rooms 
mailing lists  

Personal pages to get familiar with all other EMA users 
The purpose of AGwiki is to build a small and friendly community where all members will know each 
other. It would be nice if you could provide your personal information. 
Functionally, the user page has an associated discussion page (click "my talk" on top) where your 
personal discussion can take place. With your "preferences" you can configure AGwiki to send you an e-
mail if anyone changes the contents of your "talk" page. 



 

 

Structure of the AGwiki server  
The Main page offers two boxes: EMA and communication. This represents the separation into the device 
related part and the communication part. 
 

The Site map shows a schematic of the Main Page's Links and a list of the top level pages 
 
 
 

The two boxes show the headlines of their corresponding pages 
 
 
 



 

 

What you can do for the growing AGwiki community 

The AGwiki is at any rate a forum where Carstens Medizinelektronik can provide information for their 
customers. But the more important factor is that the information flow can run between customers and to 
Carstens Medizinelektronik.  

information, questions and answers 

scientific or technical article 
The best are those articles where some or all other EMA user are interested in. Here it is also possible to 
let an article grow over longer time by several authors.  
For example, an article like  "The best way to glue a sensor on the velum" may grow with the experience 
of several authors over longer time. 

short information 
Information like "I found a new perfect glue" is placed best at the news page with a link on the sensor 
page. 

answer to a question at any board 
Please review the discussion rooms if you see a question where you know the answer. There can be 
discussion rooms with EMA, administration/communication or AGwiki itself as subject. 

question 
Post your question to the right discussion room.  

editors are welcome 
Please feel free to correct typing errors or to improve articles. It is according to the WGwiki rules. 

Notes at the edit window: 
Please note that all contributions to AGwiki may be edited, altered, or removed by other contributors. If 
you don't want your writing to be edited mercilessly, then don't submit it here.  
However it is possible to insert a link to a *.pdf file  
You are also promising that you wrote this yourself, or copied it from a public domain or similar free 
resource (see Project:Copyrights for details).  
DO NOT SUBMIT COPYRIGHTED WORK WITHOUT PERMISSION! 

managers are welcome 
If you like to improve the structure of the AGwiki page arrangement, please feel free. It is also fine if 
someone wants to take care of a subject area. 

create a new discussion room! 

establish a new category! 

conduct other organisation issues that will increase the quality of this forum! 
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